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Abstract—In the study of the predictability of great earth-

quakes in the perspective of seismicity analysis, two issues are

presently controversial, and need more detailed studies based on

real earthquake cases. The first issue is whether there exists pre-

shock accelerating behavior of seismicity which is robust against

the changing of spatio-temporal ranges for the sampling of seismic

events, and the second is whether such an accelerating behavior is

physically associated with an approach to the critical point. To

answer these two questions, a retrospective case study was con-

ducted on the 12 May 2008, Wenchuan earthquake, using the local

earthquake catalogue in Sichuan and Yunnan Provinces, China,

with cutoff magnitude ML3.0, from 1977 to 2008. The results show

that the answer to the first question appears to be ‘yes’; that is, in a

finite spatial domain within the last couple of years before the

event, clear accelerating seismicity could be observed. The answer

to the second question cannot be obtained merely by examining

seismicity data. However, detailed analysis of the accelerating

behavior reveals a potential spatial correlation between the accel-

erating region and a known asperity, which might be an evidence

for that the observed acceleration may have a geometrical or

mechanical rather than statistical origin.

Key words: Precursory accelerating seismicity, 2008

Wenchuan earthquake, asperity, critical point model of earth-
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1. Introduction

The precursory accelerating seismicity model,

more often called the accelerating (seismic) moment

release (AMR) model, can be traced back to decades

ago (VARNES 1989; BUFE et al. 1994; KNOPOFF et al.

1996; BOWMAN et al. 1998; BREHM and BRAILE 1998;

BOWMAN and KING 2001a, b) and was once related to

the critical-point model of earthquake preparation

(SORNETTE and SAMMIS 1995; JAUMÉ and SYKES 1999;

RUNDLE et al. 2000). Regarding this topic, two issues

are presently controversial. One is whether the pre-

shock seismic moment release exhibits reliable

accelerating behavior; the other is whether such

precursory-like accelerating is physically related to

the critical-point behavior of earthquake preparation

(CHEN 2003; ROBINSON et al. 2005; MIGNAN et al.

2006; PAPAZACHOS et al. 2007; HARDEBECK et al. 2008;

MIGNAN and GIOVAMBATTISTA 2008; MIGNAN and

TIAMPO 2010). Retrospective case studies (BREHM and

BRAILE 1998; JAUMÉ and SYKES 1999; ROBINSON 2000;

WANG et al. 2004; JIANG and WU 2005, 2006a),

although evidently having limited significance in the

statistical perspective and limited significance in the

forecasting perspective, play an important role in

answering the above two questions using real seismic

data.
The 12 May 2008, Wenchuan MS8.0/Mw7.9

earthquake in Sichuan Province of southwest China

is, no doubt, an important sample for such case

studies. For the background information of the seis-

motectonics, rupture process, and aftershock

activities of this earthquake, see BURCHFIEL et al.

(2008), TODA et al. (2008), WANG et al. (2008),

HUANG et al. (2008), DONG et al. (2008) and XU et al.

(2008). JIANG and WU (2010) conducted a retrospec-

tive investigation of the pre-shock accelerating of

seismicity, with the present work being a further

development. The development is mainly in the

methods of data processing. The main aim of taking

such revised data processing methods is to objec-

tively check the stability or robustness of the pre-

shock accelerating behavior against the change of

spatio-temporal ranges, one of the critical problems

in seismicity analysis. Furthermore, considering the

feature of this great earthquake and making use of the

great span of the earthquake rupture, we try to
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investigate which part of the earthquake rupture is

associated with the precursory acceleration of seis-

micity. Such an investigation is almost impossible for

medium-size earthquakes.

2. Region Under Study and Data Used

The ‘target’ region considered in this investiga-

tion (25.0�–35.0�N; 97.0�–110.0�E) includes the

Longmenshan fault zone which generated the 2008

Wenchuan earthquake. We used the local earthquake

catalogue from 1977 to 12 May 2008, before the

Wenchuan MS8.0 earthquake, with cutoff magnitude

ML3.0, as shown in Fig. 1. This catalogue is produced

by the China Earthquake Networks Center (CENC)

based on the local catalogues. The regional/local

seismic networks producing such local catalogues are

shown to have had stable monitoring capability since

1977 (YI et al. 2006). The cutoff magnitude of the

complete earthquake catalogue can be ‘conserva-

tively’ taken as ML3.0 according to a series of

previous studies (SU et al. 2003; JIANG and WU 2008).

According to the convention in this field (e.g., KEILIS-

BOROK and ROTWAIN 1990), accounting for the quality

of depth determination in the local earthquake cata-

logues, depth is not considered in the calculation: in

this region, we use all the shallow earthquakes with

depth ranging from 0 to 70 km.

We use a ‘conservative’ representation of seis-

micity: cumulative square root of seismic moment

(ROBINSON 2000), or cumulative square root of

earthquake energy (BOWMAN and KING 2001a). Since

in this case, either seismic moment or earthquake

energy is calculated through the magnitude of earth-

quakes taking the conversion formulae of KANAMORI

(1977), there is no critical difference between these

two definitions. This quantity has the unit (N m)1/2,

and is sometimes called the cumulative Benioff strain

(CBS). Whether seismicity exhibits accelerating

behavior is described by fitting the cumulative Be-

nioff strain with a linear function and a power law

function, respectively. The power law function, sim-

ilar to previous works such as BUFE and VARNES

(1993) and BOWMAN et al. (1998), is expressed by

RS ¼ Aþ B t0 � tð Þm: ð1Þ

In this equation, the left hand side is the cumulative

Benioff strain; on the right hand side, A and B are

constants, t0 is the time of the ‘target’ earthquake,

and m the scaling coefficient. By definition, if m is

less than 1, then the seismicity is accelerating-like; if

m is larger than 1, then the seismicity is quiescence-

like; if m is near unity, then the seismicity is linearly

‘stable’. In this study, the nlinfit function in MatLab�

was used to conduct the nonlinear fitting. The time

t0 was fixed to be the time of the Wenchuan

earthquake.

3. Characterization of Seismic Moment Release

Analysis on whether precursory accelerating

seismicity exhibits before the Wenchuan earthquake,

especially checking the stability of such accelerating

behavior, has difficulties in processing the earthquake

catalogue under consideration. These difficulties may

have some universalities for other earthquake cases,

but are mainly caused by the characteristics of this

inland earthquake: firstly, background seismicity

along the Longmenshan fault zone has been relatively

weak in recent decades; secondly, the Longmenshan

fault zone is located near the seismically active fault

zones such like the Xianshuihe, Anninghe, Zemuhe,

and Dongkunlun (East Kunlun) fault zone; and

thirdly, the Wenchuan earthquake source is a dis-

tributed rupture of about 300 km (SHEN et al. 2009).

In checking the accelerating behavior, these three

characteristics, and the difficulties caused by them,

have to be accounted for.

The power-law curve of Eq. (1), RS ¼ Aþ B

t0 � tð Þm, has the degrees-of-freedom (or number of

independent parameters) 4 (i.e., A, B, t0, and m), and a

linear fitting (RS ¼ Aþ Bt) has only two independent

parameters. If only a small number of data points are

to be fit, then a power-law fitting, even if with a better

root-mean-square (RMS) residual, may be a kind of

‘over fitting’ because too many parameters are

introduced to the model. To this end, we have to

consider the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) in

the curve fitting (LEONARD and HSU 1999). Although

our work (JIANG and WU 2010) might be the first to

introduce BIC to AMR studies, use of BIC in curve

fitting is by no means a new concept. By definition, if
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there are two fitting curves, say, a power-law curve

and a linear curve, with BIC1 and BIC2, respectively,

to confirm that the power-law fit is ‘reasonable’

requires that

DBIC ¼ BIC1 � BIC2� 0: ð2Þ

We take the simplified form of BIC (SEHER and MAIN

2004)

BIC ¼ Lðh~
�
�
�yÞ � p

2
ln

N

2p
ð3Þ

in which y = (y1, y2, …, yN)T stands for the vector of

the data to be modeled, and h~¼ ðh1; h2. . .hpÞT is the

vector of parameters used in the model. The term

Lðh~
�
�
�yÞ ¼ � N=2ð Þ ln /, with / being the residual sum

of squares, reflects the ‘fitting’ between the model

and the real data. It turns out that both L, the

‘performance’ of the fitting, and p, the ‘cost’ of the

fitting, contributes to the BIC gain, depending on the

number of samples N to be modeled. This approach

is a development of the ‘curvature parameter’ C

(BOWMAN et al. 1998) defined by the quotient of the

RMS residual for the power law fit with that for the

linear fit, to quantify whether the accelerating/qui-

escence trend is ‘reasonable’. BOWMAN et al. (1998)

defined, somehow arbitrarily, the case that C is

smaller than 0.70 as ‘significantly’ accelerating. If, as

discussed in the following paragraph, for all the

spatio-temporal ranges in the comparison, the num-

bers of events are exactly the same, then this

criterion has no critical difference from the BIC

criterion as discussed here. However, if different

spatio-temporal ranges accommodate different num-

bers of samples, then the BIC consideration is more

Figure 1
Seismicity and tectonic setting of the study region, related to the 12 May 2008, Wenchuan MS8.0 earthquake. The region under study is

displayed in the indexing figure to the bottom right. Gray dots show the epicenters of earthquakes above ML3.0 for the period from 1977 to the

day before the Wenchuan earthquake. Red hexagon indicates the epicenter, or the surface projection of the nucleation point, of the MS8.0

earthquake on 12 May 2008. Yellow dots show the relocated aftershocks of the Wenchuan earthquake from 12 May to 8 July 2008, with cutoff

magnitude ML4.0 (HUANG et al. 2008), as an approx to the span of the rupture zone
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convenient for the comparison among different spa-

tio-temporal ranges.

To check the accelerating behavior objectively,

different from the a priori selection of spatio-tem-

poral scales for the sampling of seismic events, we

map the scaling coefficient m calculated for different

spatio-temporal windows, with different cutoff mag-

nitude of the catalogue (JIANG and WU 2005, 2010).

The spatial ranges are taken as circles centered at a

‘focus’ (e.g., at the epicenter of the ‘target’ earth-

quake) with different radius R. The temporal

parameter is the length of the time window, T, from

the starting point of the catalogue to the time of the

‘target’ earthquake. We map the m-value in the (T, R)

space, with t0 fixed to the time of the ‘target’ earth-

quake, reducing 1 degree-of-freedom of the model. If

the power-law fit of the Benioff strain curve does not

satisfy the BIC criterion as compared with a linear fit,

or the uncertainty of m obtained by data fitting is

larger than a prescribed value [here we take the case

that (m ± Dm) may change the property of acceler-

ating or quiescence], then the pixel on the m(T, R)

map is left blank.

The Wenchuan earthquake ruptured the central

and northern segment of the Longmenshan fault

zone, with the rupture spanning about 300 km

northeastward. This provides an important opportu-

nity to explore whether the accelerating behavior is

focused on the epicenter of the earthquake rupture,

or the strong asperities. In discussing whether the

accelerating is associated with the critical-point

behavior of earthquake preparation, this is an

important clue. To investigate this problem, we map

the scaling coefficient m(T, R) with ‘focuses’ at the

epicenter and the two strong asperities of this

earthquake, respectively, based on the result of the

rupture process of the earthquake (SHEN et al. 2009).

Figure 2 shows the circles with different ‘focuses’.

In the figure, we also show a ‘crack-like’ spatial

range which has been used in our previous work

(JIANG and WU 2010). This is, to much extent, an

advantage of great earthquakes with extending

seismic source: for this case, similar to the 2004

Sumatra–Andaman earthquake (JIANG and WU 2005,

2006b), some more details of the AMR behavior can

be obtained even if by using the presently available

earthquake catalogue.

3.1. De-Clustering the Earthquake Catalogue Based

on the ETAS Model

The region subject to consideration, including

Sichuan and Yunnan Provinces of southwest China as

well as their vicinities, is a seismically active region.

Active faults cut the whole region into different

‘tectonic blocks’ and control the distribution of

seismicity (YI et al. 2002; XU et al. 2005). Intense

‘background’ seismic activity and its spatial–tempo-

ral heterogeneity make it necessary to eliminate the

influence of the more active faults when considering

the Longmenshan fault.

In the AMR studies, this consideration is reflected

by two steps in the pre-processing of the earthquake

catalogue. The first is the removal of aftershocks

(ROBINSON 2000), since aftershocks are considered to

be more directly related to the very localized stress

redistribution closely associated with the mainshock

and are not a part of the more widespread fault

network evolution. The second is the elimination of

the ‘interfering event’ located near the ‘target event’,

with magnitude difference from the ‘target event’

\1.0 (e.g., BREHM and BRAILE 1998), causing the

abrupt change of the cumulative Benioff strain curve.

In the analysis of seismicity, including the AMR

study, while the second step is quite common, there

are different opinions regarding to the first step. As a

balance, the Regional Earthquake Likelihood Models

(RELM) group considered both the original and the

de-clustered catalogues in the analysis (FIELD 2007).

Previous works tended to use simple de-clustering

schemes (e.g., JIANG and WU 2010), such as the

Gardner–Knopoff scheme (GARDNER and KNOPOFF

1974). To cope with the special situation of the

Wenchuan earthquake, borrowing the concept of

astronomy, JIANG and WU (2010) proposed an ‘eclipse

method’ to eliminate the effect of neighboring

earthquake faults—an intuitive and straightforward

approach which might be useful but obviously

arbitrary. In this investigation, as an approach to

more ‘objective’ processing, we take a two-step

approach: firstly, to remove the effect of the intense

aftershock sequences, we use the ‘epidemic-type

aftershock sequences’ (ETAS) model (OGATA 1988;

ZHUANG et al. 2002; ZHUANG and OGATA 2006) to

de-cluster the catalogue; secondly, similar to previous

C. Jiang, Z. Wu Pure Appl. Geophys.



works (BREHM and BRAILE 1998), we consider only

the earthquakes with magnitude range from the cutoff

magnitude ML3.0 to ML6.0.

It is well-known that, different from ‘determinis-

tic’ identification of aftershocks (e.g., GARDNER and

KNOPOFF 1974), the ETAS model proposed a stochas-

tic de-clustering scheme in which it is no longer

determined whether an earthquake is a ‘background

event’ or if it is triggered by another. In the

algorithm, each event gets a probability of being

either a ‘background event’ or a direct offspring

triggered by others. Related software package is

available on-line (http://bemlar.ism.ac.jp/www2/SAS

eisUpCollection/SASeis2006/). Details of the ETAS-

de-clustering for the earthquakes in Yunnan and

Sichuan are described by JIANG and ZHUANG (2010).

As a ‘black-box’ description of the algorithm, the

input of the ETAS model is the earthquake catalogue,

and the outputs of the ETAS de-clustering include:

(1) the ‘total seismic activity’ function m̂ðx; yÞ; (2)

the ‘background seismic activity’ function l̂ðx; yÞ;
and (3) the ‘clustering seismic activity’ function

Ĉðx; yÞ, with unit counts/year/degree2, being station-

ary in time but inhomogeneous in space. As a

reference, the ‘total seismic activity’ function,

m̂ðx; yÞ, and the ‘background seismic activity’ func-

tion, l̂ðx; yÞ, for the period from 1977 to 2008 (JIANG

and ZHUANG 2010), are plotted in Fig. 2a, b,

respectively.

In using the ETAS model, for each event, a

probability l for it to be a ‘background event’ is

assigned by the model. Alternatively, a ‘background

event’ can be defined by the criterion whether its l is

larger than a prescribed threshold value. This threshold

value is generally calculated from the long-time

average of seismic activity. In the study of accelerating

Figure 2
a Selection of spatial windows for the analysis, with centers at the epicenter of the Wenchuan earthquake (circles in gray) and the two strong

asperities with peak slip (circles in red and blue), respectively. The two strong asperities are located in Yingxiu (31.08�N, 103.63�E) and

Beichuan (31.78�N, 104.42�E), respectively, according to the study of rupture process (SHEN et al. 2009). Note that only three circles, with

radius 100, 200, and 300 km, are shown in the figure. b ‘Crack-like’ spatial window for the analysis. Aftershocks of the Wenchuan earthquake

(being the same as those in Fig. 1) are plotted by yellow dots to express the span of the rupture zone. As a representation of the background

seismicity rate, the ‘total seismic activity’ function, m̂ðx; yÞ, and the ‘background seismic activity’ function, l̂ðx; yÞ, are plotted in panels

(a) and (b), respectively. De-clustering results are from JIANG and ZHUANG (2010)

Intermediate-Term Medium-Range Precursory Accelerating Seismicity
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seismicity, therefore, there are two ways representing

the de-clustered catalogue: using the ‘background-

event-only’ catalogue; or using the ‘probability

weighted’ catalogue. In the later case, an event is

weighted by its probability l in calculating the

cumulative Benioff strain. In any case, the Benioff

strain calculated using de-clustered catalogues can be

regarded as ‘de-clustered Benioff strain’.

3.2. Seismicity Before the Wenchuan Earthquake

with Emphasis on Acceleration

Figure 3 shows the mapping of the scaling coef-

ficient m in the (T, R) space. Spatial range is centered

at the epicenter of the Wenchuan earthquake, with the

step DR = 50 km. Temporal step is DT = 1 year.

The cutoff magnitude is taken as ML3.0. In the figure,

a blank pixel shows the position at which

(m ± Dm) may change the property of accelerating

or quiescence, or DBIC B 0 comparing to a linear fit.

As a comparison, Fig. 3a repeats the result obtained

using the original (total) catalogue (JIANG and

WU 2010). Figure 3b shows the result using the

‘background-event-only’ catalogue, and Fig. 3c the

result obtained by using the ‘probability weighted’

catalogue. Interesting is that the short-temporal-term

large-spatial-range accelerating picture in the total

earthquake catalogue seems apparently to be the

Figure 3
Mapping of scaling coefficient m in the (T, R) space. Spatial step is DR = 50 km, temporal step is DT = 1 year, and the cutoff magnitude is

ML3.0. A blank pixel shows the position at which (m ± Dm) may change the accelerating/quiescence property of the cumulative Benioff

strain curve, or DBIC B 0 comparing with a linear fit. a Result obtained using the original catalogue (repeating JIANG and WU (2010) as a

comparison); b result obtained using the ‘background-event-only’ catalogue; c result obtained by using the ‘probability weighted’ catalogue;

d cumulative Benioff strain curves corresponding to the black rectangles in panels (a)–(c), respectively. The bottom panel in (d) shows the

probability l for each event. Vertical dashed line in panel (d) shows the time of the Wenchuan earthquake
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effect of the neighboring faults and cannot be

confirmed by the results using de-clustered cata-

logues. Also interesting is that the accelerating

behavior revealed by the de-clustered catalogues (as

shown by the black rectangles in Fig. 3b, c, respec-

tively) is missed in the total event catalogue (as shown

by the black rectangle in Fig. 3a), probably due to the

interference from the aftershock sequences of nearby

earthquakes. Nevertheless, the overall pictures for the

results using the three catalogues are similar to each

other. From the figures it may be seen that acceler-

ating behavior exhibits within a special spatio-

temporal range, as indicated by the warm colors.

Figure 4 shows the mapping of scaling coefficient

m in the (T, R) space, with the spatial range focusing

on the Yingxiu asperity (panels a–c), and the

Beichuan asperity (panels d–f), respectively. Results

obtained using the original catalogue (panels a, d),

the ‘background-event-only’ catalogue (panels b, e),

and the ‘probability weighted’ catalogue (panels c, f),

respectively, are shown as comparison. Evidently,

lack of data samples is one of the problems in the

mapping, although the existence of the AMR phe-

nomenon can be confirmed by the zones of pixels

with warm colors. As a compensation to the lack of

data samples, Fig. 5 further shows, in another

perspective, the scaling coefficient m for different

‘crack-like windows’. Referring to Fig. 2b, a 60 km-

radius circle centered at the epicenter of the Wench-

uan earthquake is selected as the first and the staring

‘crack-like’ window. Then the length of the window

is increased by a 10 km step northeastward, i.e.,

along the Longmenshan fault. From the figure it may

be seen that, despite the lack of data, the years scale

accelerating behavior is more likely to be related to

the Beichuan asperity, and the decade scale quies-

cence behavior is more likely to be related to the

Yingxiu asperity, while the accelerating/quiescence

trend at the epicenter is relatively weak.

Considering that the strong asperities can be

recognized by micro-seismicity data before the

earthquake, and are likely to be related to localized

stress concentration (e.g., YI et al. 2006; ZHAO and

WU 2008; SHEN et al. 2009), Fig. 6 presents the

Figure 4
Mapping of scaling coefficient m in the (T, R) space. Spatial range is focused on the Yingxiu asperity (a–c), and the Beichuan asperity (d–f),

respectively. Results are obtained using the original catalogue (a, d), the ‘background-event-only’ catalogue (b, e), and the ‘probability

weighted’ catalogue (c, f), respectively
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relation between the Gutenberg–Richter b-value and

the m-coefficient for all the non-blank pixels in

Fig. 5. The Gutenberg–Richter b-value is obtained by

the most-likelihood estimate. Note that the variation

of b-value is assumed to be associated with the stress

state (WIEMER and WYSS 1997; WYSS et al. 2000;

SCHORLEMMER et al. 2005). Figure 6 shows that, even

qualitatively, more intense accelerating (as indicated

by smaller m) or quiescence (as indicated by larger

m) behavior is seemingly associated with lower

b-value, or higher stress level.

4. Conclusions

We examined, retrospectively with the time, loca-

tion, and geometry of the ‘target’ earthquake rupture

known, the pre-shock seismic moment release for the

case of the 12 May 2008, Wenchuan earthquake. We

used a BIC criterion to cope with the variation of data

samples at different spatio-temporal ranges and to avoid

the problem of ‘over-fitting’. We mapped the distribution

of scaling coefficient m(T, R) for all the feasible spatial-

and temporal-ranges. We de-clustered the earthquake

Figure 5
Scaling coefficient m for different ‘crack-like windows’, with L representing the distance from the center of the starting circle to that of the

ending circle, referring to Fig. 2b. a Result obtained using the original catalogue (JIANG and WU 2010); b result obtained using

the ‘background-event-only’ catalogue; c result obtained by using the ‘probability weighted’ catalogue. Arrows marked the position of the

Yingxiu asperity and the Beichuan asperity, respectively. Note that the horizontal axis indicates an ‘integral’ result, i.e., L * 130 km

indicates the case that as the sliding window increases northeastward, the Beichuan asperity has been included

C. Jiang, Z. Wu Pure Appl. Geophys.



catalogue using the ETAS model, and studied the AMR

behavior for the whole earthquake catalogue, the

‘background event’ catalogue, and the ‘probability-

weighted catalogue’, respectively. We mapped the var-

iation of m coefficient with the ‘focuses’ at the epicenter

and the main asperities with large slip, respectively.

What is obtained, although with limited spatial and

temporal resolution due to the nature of seismicity data,

is that, in general, accelerating behavior does exist for a

range of spatio-temporal scales. The accelerating/qui-

escence behavior obtained here, in comparison with the

locations of the strong asperities and the relation with the

Gutenberg–Richter b-value, seems to be consistent with

the arguments that accelerating behavior may be asso-

ciated with the increase of local stress (e.g., KING and

BOWMAN 2003; MIGNAN and TIAMPO 2010).
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